#4078 - 1956 Chevy Billet Grille

1. Remove factory grille by first drilling out 7 rivets across top of grille. Unbolt the grille from the inside, (there are 5 under the car) then unbolt and remove the hood latch and vertical support, leaving the cross bar in. Now remove the grille.

2. Remove lower cove chrome from grille and remount cove chrome onto car.

3. Now install billet grille by lifting on cross bar of hood support which allows the top tabs to go under crossbar. You may need to remove the end bolts in the fender to allow it to twist up.

4. Top two tabs get screw clips on the tabs which allow you to mount in the factory holes.

5. Now clamp bottom tabs to cove chrome. Overlap the chrome approximately 1/16”. Drill 1/8” hole at each location and fasten with #8 screws.